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Abstract-h this paper, we obtain two results for a-normal functions, which generalize two 
results, one due to Lappan and the other to Chen and Lappan. In addition, we give an example to 
show the power of one of our results. @ 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let D denote the unit disc in the complex plane C, let c = C U(m), and let f be a meromorphic 
function in D. Define the spherical derivative f# of f by 
I.f’b)l f#(2) =(1+ lf(z)12)’ 
A function f meromorphic in D is called a normal function if there exists a constant c(f) such 
that 
(1 - k12) Pw I40 
for each z E D (see [I]). G iven 0 < cr < co, if there exists a constant c&(f) such that 
(1 - IZ12y P-k) I af, 
for each z E D, we say that f is an a-normal function in D (see [2]). 
a-normal functions may be viewed as generalizations of normal functions. If we denote by N 
the class of the normal functions in D and denote by Na the class of the a-normal functions 
in D, it is obvious that 
Na1cNcNa2 
for 0 < cq < 1 < c~ < 00. 
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REMARK 1. The above inclusion relations are strict. In fact, we may consider the Blaschke 
nroduct 
O” i&--z 
B(z) = n - 
n=l 1 - %Lz 
with the sequence z, = 1 - 2-“. It is well known that for such a Blaschke product, B’(z) = 
O(z)/(l - ]z]), so B $ Na1 for 0 < ~1 < 1. There also exists a function f such that f E Na2 \ N 
for cyz > 1 (see Example 2, Section 3). 
In 1977, Lappan [3] proved the following result for normal functions. 
THEOREM A. (See [3j.) Let f be a normal meromorphic function in D. Then for each positive 
integer n, there exists a constant I such that 
n-l 
(1 - IZ12y I-j (f’j’)# (2) I cn(f> 
j=O 
for each z E D. 
Obviously, the converse of Theorem A is valid in its most natural form, since the words “for 
each positive integer” include the case n = 1. However, the converse of Theorem A is not true 
for n > 1 if we replace the words “for each positive integer n” by the words “for some positive 
integer n". 
EXAMPLE 1. Letting f(z) = (1 - Z) exp{l/(l - z)}, we have 
sup { (1 - ]~]~)~f#(~)(f’)#(z) : z E D} < 00, 
but f is not a normal function (for details, please see [3]). 
Recently, a partial converse of Theorem A, for functions with no simple zeros, was proved by 
Chen and Lappan [4], as follows. 
THEOREM B. (See [4].) Let f be a meromorphic function in D such that all the zeros off are 
of multiplicity at least three. If there exist positive numbers 6 and M such that 
f#(z)(f’)#(z)(f”)#(z) I M (*) 
whenever z E D is such that both If( 5 S and (1- ]~]~)]f’(z)] < S, then f is a normal function. 
The conclusion remains true if all the zeros off are multiple zeros and condition (*) is replaced 
by 
(1 - l.4”) f#(4(f’)#(z) I M or (f’)#(d I M 
whenever t E D is such that both If(z)] 5 6 and (1 - ]~]~)]f’(z)] 5 6. 
In this paper, we obtain two results for o-normal functions, which correspond to Theorems A 
and B. In addition, we show the power of one of our results by an example. 
2. LEMMAS 
To prove our results, we need some preliminaries. 
LEMMA 1. (See 131.) F or each positive integer n 2 2 and each meromorphic function f in D, we 
have 
n-l 
rJ (f’j’)#(z) 5 If’W E 
j=o l+ If( j=l mm{% ;f(j)(z)ll 
for each t E D. 
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LEMMA 2. (See [5].) Let K be a positive number and 0 < a < co, and let f be an a-normal 
meromorphic function in D. Then, for each positive integer n, there exists a constant E,~( f , a, K) 
such tha t  
( 1 - [ z 1 2 )  "n f(n)(z) ~ E n ( f , a , K )  
for each z E D such that If(z)l <__ K. 
LEMMA 3. (See [2].) Let a >_ 1 and let f be a meromorphic function in D. Then, f is an 
a-normal function if and only if the family 
{Fa(z) : f (¢a ( ( 1 -  la[2)a-lz)) : a E  D} 
is normal in D, where Ca(Z) = (z + a) / (1  + 5z i. 
LEMMA 4. (See [6].) Let k be a positive integer and let j r  be a family of function meromorphic 
in D such that  each function in jr has only zeros of multiplicity at least k. g jr is not normal at 
some point zo E D, then, for each positive number A < k, there exist a sequence of points {z,~} 
in D such that  zn ~ zo, a sequence of positive numbers {Pn} such that  Pn ~ O, and a sequence 
of functions {f~} in jr, such that  gn(¢) = p~X fn(z~ + Pn~) converges spherically and locally 
uniformly to a nonconstant meromorphic function in the ~-plane. 
The next lemma is an unpublished result due to Chen and Wulan [7]. For a proof, see [5]. 
LEMMA 5. (See [7].) Let k be a positive integer and 1 < a < co, and let f be a function 
meromorphic in D such that f has only zeros of  multiplicity at least k. If f is not a a-normal 
function, then, for each 0 < A < k, there exist a sequence of points { zn} in D and a sequence of 
positive numbers {Pn} such that  [Zn[ ~ 1, Pn ~ O, and the sequence of functions 
converges spherically and locally uniformly to a nonconstant meromorphic function in the ~-plane. 
REMARK 2. The case a = I and 0 _< A < k is proved by Chen and Lappan (see [4]), and the 
case (x -- 1 and A -- 0 is proved by Lohwater and Pommerenke (see [8]). 
3. MAIN  RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Let 0 < a < co, and let f be an a-normal meromorphic function in D. Then for 
each positive integer n, there exists a constant cn(f)  such that  
n - 1  
(1 - [z12)  an H ( f U ) )  # (z) < cn(f) 
j=O 
for each z E D. 
PROOF. Here the method of the proof is similar to that  used in [3]. Let K = 1 in Lemma 2. We 
distinguish two cases. 
CASE 1. [f(z)[ _< 1. By Lemmas 1 and 2, we have 
n - 1  
(1 -[z12) ~n H (f(J)) # (z) _< (1 -Iz12) ~'~ f(")(z) 
j=0  
<_ En(f, a, 1), 
where z e D and If(z)] < 1. 
CASE 2. If(z)l > 1. Let g(z) -~ 1/f(z). 
function since g#(z) ---- f#(z). 
Then we have [g(z)[ < 1 and g(z) is also an a-normal  
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Differentiating the equation f(z)g(z) E 1 n-times, we get 
2 C,f’k’(z)g(n-“) (z) E 0, 
k=O 
that is. 
n-1 
f’“‘(z)g(z) = - c cy”‘(z)g’“-“‘(z). 
k=O 
Noting that g(z) = l/f(z), we have 
k=O 
Multiplying both sides of this inequality by the factor 
(1 - IZ12)an 
n-1 
(1 + lf(z)12) j!l ma (2, (P)(4l} ’ 
we get 
(1 - 142)a:n (f’“‘Wl n-l 
n-1 
(I+ lf(412)j~Im={2, If(j)(~)11 
< cc,” (1 - IZ/2)“(n-k) 1g(n-“)(z)J. 
k=” 
Since g(t) is also an a-normal function and /g(z)1 < 1, by Lemma 2 and Lemma 1, we obtain 
n-1 
(l - IZt2)an n (f’j’)# (z) 5 g C~~n-k(g,~, I), 
j=O k=O 
where z E D and If(z)/ > 1. 
Combining Cases 1 and 2, and letting 
the proof of Theorem 1 is completed. I 
THEOREM 2. Let (Y 2 1, and let f be a function meromorphic in D such that all the zeros off 
are of multiplicity at least three. If there exist positive numbers b and A4 such that 
(1 - 1212y f#(z)(f’)#(z)((fN)#(z))l’(* I M (1) 
whenever z E D is such that both If(z)1 5 6 and (1 - jz12)*lf’(z)l 5 b, then f is an a-normal 
function. The conclusion remains true if all the zeros off are multiple zeros and condition (1) is 
replaced by 
(1 - 142)a f%w)%) 5 M 
whenever z E D is such that both If(z)/ < 6 and (1 - I~]~)~lf’(z)I 5 6. 
PROOF. We will give a proof only for the first statement in the theorem. The other statement 
can be proved by using the same method. 
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Suppose on the contrary that f is not an a-normal function. Let X be a positive number such 
that 1 < X < (3~ - 1)/(2a - 1). By Lemma 5, there exist sequences {zn} in D and {p,} such 
that Iz,I --) 1, pn > 0, pJ(l - Iz,[~)~ + 0, and the sequence 
converges spherically and locally uniformly to a nonconstant meromorphic function g(c) in the 
c-plane. 
Since each function g,,(C) has only zeros of multiplicity at least three, then the limit func- 
tion g(c) cannot be a polynomial of degree less than three. Thus, there exists a point < and a 
positive number A such that A-’ < lg(j)(c)I 5 A for 0 < j 5 3. For the remainder of this proof, 
we assume that n is sufficiently large that A-’ 5 [g(j)(C)\ 2 A for 0 5 j 5 3. Thus, we have 
(2A)-2-‘la 2 IsX)&O @‘co) l’J 
Forj=0,1,2,wehave 
It is easy to see that (a + b)” 5 2”(a” + b5) for a, b > 0 and 5 > 0. So we have 
(1 + If”(Z, + Pnc)ly I 21’Q (1+ If”(Z, + P,1)12’“) . (4) 
Assume both If (2, + pnC)I 5 b and (1 - Izn12)*lf’(z,, + pnC)j I S. By hypothesis, we have 
(1 - I% + Pn612y 
( 
fi (f(j))++ ( zn + PnC) ((f”)#(& + pn,,y I M. (5) 
Setting M’ = 2l/‘*M(l+ h2), from (2)-(5), we obtain 
GW2+ I 196K)dK) ( 3’(Z)) 1’al 
5 M’ ( (1 _~;n12).)3+3’a-*L2+1’0) (I - ,z,,~)~~+~ (I - Iz, + pn<,2)1-a 
* (1 + If’(& + PnC)12) (1+ If”h + PnU2’“) 
1 - lGL12 
a-1 
) K (1 - Y$)- ) 
3+3/a-X(2+1/a) 
= M’ 
(1- (z,(2)201+4 (6) 
1 - Iz, + p&j2 
+4A2 ( ~l_~12~a)1+3’a-“a(l-,zn~2)4+4A2 ( (1 _~~~12)~)3~lic*~2-1’~~(l-,z~,2~2~ 
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Since 1 < X < (3~ - 1)/(2cr - 1) and p,/(l - (z,]2)a -+ 0, from (6), we have 
(2~4)-~-“” I (sl(O~X) (gi3’(C)) liol --+ 0 (7) 
as n --f co. But (2A)- - 2 ‘ia > 0, so inequalities (7) are not possible. This shows that f must be 
an o-normal function, proving the first statement of the theorem. I 
REMARK 3. In general, for a meromorphic function f and a positive number S, let 
Kf,6 = {z E D : If(z)l 5 S and (1 - ]z]“) If’(z)] 5 S}. 
If f#bHf’)#(4(f”)#( 1 ’ b z 1s oun e on such Kf,6, then f is a normal function by Theorem B, d d 
and thus, f is an o-normal function (a > l), but if f#(z)(f’)#(z)(f”)#(z) is unbounded on such 
Kf,&, we cannot be sure whether f is an a-normal function (o > 1) by Theorem B. However, in 
this case, we can use our Theorem 2 to decide whether f is an o-normal function (cy > 1). 
The following example illustrates the power of Theorem 2. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let cy > 1 and f(z) = (1 - z)pexp{(l + z)/(l - z)}(O < p < 2(o - 1)2), z E D. 
The function f(z) is not a normal function, but f(z) is an o-normal function. 
Let F(z) = exp{(l + z)/(l - z)}, then If(j)(z)] GZ 2j]l - z]P-‘j]F(z)] for j 2 0. Because f(z) 
has two asymptotic values 0 and cc at z = 1, by using a result of Lehto and Virtanen (see [l]), 
we know that f(z) is not a normal function. 
On the other hand, we have 
(8) 
for z E D. If IF(z)] 2 ]I - z]~-~~-P, then f#(z)(f’)#(z)((f”)#(z))l/* is bounded in D. If 
IF(z)] < ]I - z]2-2a-P, then (1 - ]z]2)/(]l - z12) < (p + 2o - 2) lnl/(]l - z]). We note that 
IF(z)] 2 1 for z E D. Thus, from (8), we get 
(1 - ]z]s)+l f#(z)(f’)#(z) ((f”)#(z))l’” 
5 2 (1 - 14”) a+l/a-2-p/2a ’ IF(z)/-“” 
5 2 (1 - ]z]2)u+1’u-2-P12u 
(WW3/~+2--2/a) 
(9) 
Since 0 < fl< ~(CX - 1)2, then cx + l/o - 2 - @/2a > 0. Hence, from (9), we obtain 
(1 - ]z]2)OL-l f#(z)(f’)#(z) ((f”)#(z))l+ + 0 
as ]z] -+ 1. Therefore, in all cases, we have (1 - ]z]2)*-‘f#(z)(f’)#(z)((f”)#(z))1~Q is bounded 
in D. By Theorem 2, f(z) is an o-normal function (a > 1). 
REMARK 3. If 0 < p < 2(cu - l), there is a much more direct proof that f is an o-normal function 
in Example 2. Since 
If’(z)1 z 11 - z]@-2 lexp{+$}/ =]l-z]O-2exp{*}, 
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letting 4(z) = (1 - 1zj2)/(\1 - .z12), we have 
Thus, 
(1 - jzlya p(z) 1: 11 - z12Q+,-2$& = g(4(z)). 
If 4(z) --) 03, then d+(z)) + 0. It follows that the function g(4(z)) is a bounded function, and 
thus, f is an a-normal function. 
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